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Internet protocols

http://www.eit.lth.se/course/ets110

Personnel

Jens Andersson, lectures, lab
Johan Karlsson lect res lab projectJohan Karlsson, lectures, lab, project
Christian Nyberg, lectures, lab, project

The parts of the course

•Lectures (6)( )
•Home lab
•Student project

Examination

There will be a traditional exam (grades U, 3, 4, 5)

The date and time have not been decided yet!

The alternatives are:
May 25th (13-17)
May 26th (8-17)
May 27th (8-12)
May 28th (13-17)
May 29th (13-17)
June 2nd (13-17)
Check your calendars! Next lecture we will decide.

Repetition of basic computer 
communication

Check in a computer communications book if you 
need to refresh your knowledge!

Problem: 
how to find each other?

One has to know the addresses.
Addresses: telephone numbers, IP addresses, email addresses.

Many addresses can be needed in one session.

The data has to find its way through the network(s): forwarding 
and routing.
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Problem:
data must get to its destination

•All data must get to the destination
•The data must be in the right orderThe data must be in the right order
•It must no be distorted

Different demands for different applications

Problem:
data must arrive in time

High demands: telephony, movies 

Low demands: ATM transactions

Protocols

Rules for cooperation are called protocols.

Protocols are defined by standard bodies such as:
ITU T (I t ti l T l i ti U i )•ITU-T (International Telecommunications Union)

•ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard Institute)
•ANSI (American Nationals Standards Institute)
•IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
•IAB (Internet Architecture Board) (RFC =Request For 
Comment)

Layered models

The OSI model

The Internet modelThe Internet model

They are patterns that show how protocol can
cooperate

Gives concepts that can be used when discussing
protocols

The OSI model

7. Application
6. Presentation
5. Session
4 T t4. Transport
3. Network
2. Data link
1. Physical

Please Do Not Touch Steve’s Pet Alligator

The Internet model

5. Application
4. Transport
3. Network
2. Link 
1. Physical
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Cooperation between layers

N+1

N

N-1

Physical layer

Data link layer

…101000101010101010101010…

Physical layer Voltages
Frequencies
Phases
Light intensity

Data link layer

•Data from Network layer is put into frames
•The Mac address is added (Ethernet address) ( )
•Flow control
•Error detection and retransmission of frames
•Access control (CSMA/CD in Ethernet)

Ethernet is the most usual protocol (network)

Network layer

Makes sure that packets can be forwarded to
other networks.

•Addresses valid in many networks (IP-addresses)
•Routing

The most important protocol is the IP protocol

Network layer, example

A B C D

E F1 2 3 4

G H I

1 2 3

9

1 2 3
Send a packet from A to H

Network layer, example, node A

Transport layer

Network layer

Data link layer

A H

A H 1 4T
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Network layer, example, node D

Transport layer

Network layer

Data link layer A H 1 4T

A H

A H 1 9T

Network layer, example, node I

Transport layer

Network layer

Data link layer A H 1 9T

A H

A H 3 2T

Network layer, example, node H

Transport layer

Network layer

Data link layer

A H

A H 2 3T

Transport layer

•Addressing applications in nodes (port addresses)
•Segementation and assembly
•Connection control
•Flow and congestion control
•Error detection
•Retransmisson

TCP and UDP are the most important protocols

Transport layer, example

Transport ij

ij AH ij AH

ij

Network 

Data link

ij

ij

AH

AH

ij

ij

AH

AH

T

T

17

17

ij AHT 58

ij AHT 38

ij

ij

AH

AH

Application layer

•Browser
•E-mail program
•IP telephony•IP telephony
•Telnet
•FTP
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Some protocols on different 
levels

Application (Mail, www, …)
Transport (TCP, UDP)p ( )
Network (IP)
Data link (Ethernet, Token Ring)
Physical (Ethernet, Token Ring)

ARP

IP Header Disadvantages of IP

•Datagrams may disappear, will not be discovered
•Datagrams may arrive in wrong order, not discovered
IP ’t dd li ti i t•IP can’t address an application in a computer

•No flow control
•No congestion control
•There is no session (call) concept

The transport layer Transport layer protocols

UDP – User Datagram Protocol
TCP – Transmission Control Protocol
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TCP and UDP

TCP UDP
Addressing processes X X
Discover missing data X
Discover wrong order X
Session concept X
Flow control X

Congestion control X

Process-to-process addressing

Client: a process that requests information
Server: a process that can provide the information

UDP header

DataHeader

Source port number
16 bits

Destination port number
16 bits

Total length
16 bits

Checksum
16 bits

Port numbers

Port addresses

Well-known: defined by standard body
Registered: registered by application developer
Dynamic: can be used dynamically

Some well-known ports

Port Protocol Description
7 Echo Sends back datagram

13 Daytime Returns the date and the time
20 FTP, Data File transfer protocol
23 Telnet Terminal network
25 SMTP Simple mail transfer protocol
80 HTTP Hypertext transfer protocol
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Socket address Applications of UDP

•Applications that requires simple request-response communication
•Applications which have flow and error control themselves
•Multicasting: capabilities for this are built into the protocol•Multicasting: capabilities for this are built into the protocol
•Used by route updating protocols
•Used with the Real Time Transport Protocol for real-time data
•Also used by peer-to-peer protocols

TCP functions

•Addressing applications in a computer
•Setup of connections
•Delivery of datagrams in the right order•Delivery of datagrams in the right order
•Flow control
•Retransmission of lost datagrams
•Congestion control

Connection setup
Three-way handshake

Connection termination Stream delivery
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Sending and receiving buffers TCP segments

Imagine a TCP connection is transferring a file of 6000 bytes. The 
first byte is numbered 10010. What are the sequence numbers for 
each segment if data are sent in five segments with the first four 
segments carrying 1000 bytes and the last segment carrying 2000 
bytes?

Example 

bytes?

SolutionSolution
The following shows the sequence number for each segment:

Segment 1 ==> sequence number: 10,010 (range: 10,010 to 11,009)
Segment 2 ==> sequence number: 11,010 (range: 11,010 to 12,009)
Segment 3 ==> sequence number: 12,010 (range: 12,010 to 13,009)
Segment 4 ==> sequence number: 13,010 (range: 13,010 to 14,009)
Segment 5 ==> sequence number: 14,010 (range: 14,010 to 16,009)

The bytes of data being transferred in 
each connection are numbered by 

Numbering of segments

TCP. The numbering starts with a 
randomly generated number.

The value of the sequence number field 
in a segment defines the number of the

Sequence number field

in a segment defines the number of the 
first data byte contained in that segment.

The value of the acknowledgment field 
in a segment defines the number of the 

Value of acknowledgment field

next byte a party expects to receive. 
The acknowledgment number is 
cumulative.
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TCP segment header Control field

Flag Description

URG The value of the urgent pointer field is valid.

Flags in the control field

ACK The value of the acknowledgment field is valid.

PSH Push the data.

RST The connection must be reset.

SYN Synchronize sequence numbers during connection.

FIN Terminate the connection.

Three-step connection set-up

Four-step connection termination
State Description

CLOSED There is no connection.

LISTEN The server is waiting for calls from the client.

SYN-SENT A connection request is sent; waiting for acknowledgment.

States for TCP

SYN-RCVD A connection request is received.

ESTABLISHED Connection is established.

FIN-WAIT-1 The application has requested the closing of the connection.

FIN-WAIT-2 The other side has accepted the closing of the connection.

TIME-WAIT Waiting for retransmitted segments to die.

CLOSE-WAIT The server is waiting for the application to close.

LAST-ACK The server is waiting for the last acknowledgment.
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State transition diagram

A sliding window is used to make 
transmission more efficient as well as 

Sliding window

to control the flow of data so that the 
destination does not become 

overwhelmed with data. TCP’s sliding 
windows are byte-oriented.

Sender window Receiver window

Sender buffer and sender window Sliding the sender window
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Expanding the sender window Shrinking the sender window

In TCP, the sender window size is 
totally controlled by the receiver 

Sender window size

window value (the number of empty 
locations in the receiver buffer). 

However, the actual window size can 
be smaller if there is congestion in the 

network.

Lost segment

Lost acknowledgment
Retransmission timer

Is set every time a segment is sent away

If no ack before it expires, the segment is 
retransmitted

Slow networks: long expiration time

Fast networks: short expiration time

Problem: we do not know if the network is 
fast or slow!
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Adaptive retransmission 
algorithm

TCP monitors each connection

If the performance changes, the timeout is changed

Round Trip Time (RTT)

Time at which a segment is sent – time 
at which the ack for the segment arrivesat which the ack for the segment arrives 
= round trip sample

RTT and timeout

RTT is estimated in this way:

RTT = α*(Old RTT) + (1-α)(New round trip sample)

Timeout = β*RTT

Original specification: β = 2

A problem

If the variance of the delay is high, there will be
many retransmissions

If the variance is low, timeout should be close to RTT
If the variance is large, timeout should be larger than RTT

Responding to variance

DIFF = SAMPLE – OldRTT
SmoothedRTT = OldRTT + δ*DIFFSmoothedRTT  OldRTT + δ DIFF
DEV = OldDEV + ρ*(|DIFF| - OldDEV)
Timeout = SmoothedRTT + η*DEV

Flow control

The receiver tells the sender how large the window
may bey

The window field in the segment header is used
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Congestion control

Network congestion causes high delays

Many retransmissions takes placeMany retransmissions takes place

Network congestion increases

Even more retransmissions

We get a congestion collapse

Congestion control

How to detect overload in the network?

How to decrease traffic when overload is detected?

Congestion detection

TCP assumes that retransmission timeout
is a sign of network congestion!g g

What to do about congestion?

In TCP the window size is decreased.

That leads to lower congestion

Windows

Window advertised by receiver = WinRec

C ti i d C WiCongestion window = CongWin

Allowed Window = min(WinRec, CongWin)

How the congestion window 
is decreased

If a segment is lost (= timeout) the congestion
window is reduced by halfwindow is reduced by half

The timeout is increased by a factor (two)
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How the congestion window
is increased

Each time an ack is received the window is
increased by one segment

When a connection is set up the window is one segment

What happens in routers during
congestion?

Datagrams might have to be droppedDatagrams might have to be dropped

Tail-Drop policy: if the input queue is filled,
arriving datagrams are discarded

This might lead to unwanted synchronization

Random Early Discard (RED)

If the input queue is full, discard arriving datagrams

If th i t i t f ll b t d i iIf the input queue is not full but exceeds a minimum
Threshold, discard arriving datagrams with probability p


